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ABSTRACT
This paper presents a novel approach for real time face detection using heterogeneous
computing. The algorithm uses local binary pattern (LBP) as feature vector for face detection.
OpenCL is used to accelerate the code using GPU[1]. Illuminance invariance is achieved using
gamma correction and Difference of Gaussian(DOG) to make the algorithm robust against
varying lighting conditions. This implementation is compared with previous parallel
implementation and is found to perform faster.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Face detection finds its application in various research discipline such as image processing,
computer vision, pattern recognition. Face detection can be done using many algorithms such as
Eigen faces, Fisher faces, Local Binary Pattern etc. Applications of human face detection
algorithms, such as computer assisted surveillance, need to be in real time. These algorithms,
being highly parallel, are more suited for platforms like GPU which have an inherent parallel
execution architecture and higher computing capacity compared to CPU. In this paper we have
implemented a parallelized variant of LBP on GPU using OpenCL, a heterogeneous computing
platform.
In this paper Face detection is done based on efficient grey scale invariant texture Local Binary
Pattern (LBP) Histogram, which is parallelized and processed by using Heterogeneous CPU-GPU
based platform. The work is based on converting colored images(captured from camera) to grey
scale, preprocessing the image and extraction of LBP feature and its histogram on GPU to reduce
the computation time. LBP operator is a computationally simple and efficient texture analysis
operator which labels the pixels of an image by thresholding the neighbourhood of each pixel and
considers the result as a binary number. In real time application the success of LBP is due to its
uncomplicated computation and robustness due to illumination variations [2].
Rest of the paper is organized into five more sections. Section 2 gives a brief overview about
Heterogeneous computing and OpenCL. In Section 3, we have discussed the LBP algorithm.
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Section 4 discusses the implementation details on GPU. Experimental results are shown in section
5. In Section 6, we give a brief conclusion of the paper.

2. HETEROGENEOUS COMPUTING WITH OPENCL
OpenCL[3] is an industry standard writing parallel programs targeting heterogeneous platforms.
In this section a brief overview of heterogeneous computing with OpenCL programming model is
given. Programming model of OpenCL is classified into 4 models[4] Platform model, Execution
model, Memory model, Programming model.

2.1. platform model
The OpenCL platform model defines a high-level representation of any heterogeneous platform
used with OpenCL. This model is shown in the Fig 1. The host can be connected to one or more
OpenCL devices(DSP, FPGA, GPU, CPU etc), the device is where the kernel execute. OpenCL
devices are further divided into compute units which are further divided into processing
elements(PEs), and computation occurs in this PEs. Each PEs is used to execute an SIMD.

Fig. 1. OpenCL Platform Model .

2.2. Execution model
OpenCL execution consist of two parts - host program and collection of kernels. OpenCL
abstracts away the exact steps for processing of kernel on various platforms like CPU, GPU etc.
Kernels execute on OpenCL devices, they are simple functions that transforms input memory
object into output memory objects. OpenCL defines two types of kernel, OpenCL kernels and
Native kernels.
Execution of kernel on a OpenCL device:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Kernel is defined in the host,
Host issues a command for execution of kernel on OpenCL device,
As a result OpenCL runtime creates an index space.
An instance of the kernel is called work item, which is defined by the coordinates in the
indexspace (NDRange) as shown in Fig 2.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of NDRange.

2.3. Memory model
OpenCL defines two types of memory objects, buffer objects and image objects. Buffer object is
a contiguous block of memory made available to the kernel, whereas image buffers are restricted
to holding images. To use the image buffer format OpenCL device should support it. In this paper
buffer object is used for face detection. OpenCL memory model defines five memory region:
•
•
•
•
•

Host memory: This memory is visible to host only.
Global memory: This memory region permits read/write to all work items in all the
work groups.
Local memory: This memory region, local to the work group, can be accessed by work
items within the work group.
Constant memory: This region of global memory remains constant during execution of
the kernel. Workitems have read only access to these objects.
Private memory: This memory region is private to a work item i.e variables defined
private in one work item are not visible to the other work item. Block diagram of memory
model is shown in Fig 3.

Fig. 3. Block diagram for memory model
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2.4. Programming model
Programming model is where the programmer will parallelize the algorithm. OpenCL is designed
both for data and task parallelism. In this paper we have used data parallelism which will be
discussed in section 4.
Basic work flow of an application in OpenCL frame work is shown below in block diagram Fig.4

FIG. 4. WORK FLOW DIAGRAM OF OPENCL.

Here we start with the host program that defines the context. The context contains two OpenCL
devices, a CPU and a GPU. Next the command queue is defined, one for GPU and the other for
CPU. Host program then defines the program object to compile and generate the kernel object
both for OpenCL devices. After that host program defines the memory object required by the
program and maps them to the arguments of the kernel. Finally the host program enqueue the
commands to the command queue to execute the kernels and then the results are read back.

3. OVERVIEW OF THE ALGORITHM
In this section it is discussed about how the image is captured from camera and converted to grey
scale used gamma operation and DOG operation in preprocessing[1] and LBP feature extraction,
Histogram and classifier.

3.1 Face detection using LBP:
LBP operator labels the pixel by thresholding the 3x3 neighbourhood of each pixel with the
center value. This generic formulation of the operator puts no limitations to the size of the
neighbourhood [5]. Here each pixel is compared to its 8 neighbours (on its left-top, left-middle,
left bottom, right-top, right-middle, right-bottom) followed in clockwise direction. Wherever the
center pixel value is greater than the neighbour write 1 to the corresponding neighbour pixel
otherwise write 0. This gives an 8-digit binary number as shown in Fig.5. This 8-digit binary
number is then converted to a decimal.
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Fig. 5. LPB Thresholding

After getting the LBP of the block , histogram of each block is calculated in parallel and is
concatenated as shown in Fig.6. This gives the feature vector used for training the classifier. LBP
operator[6] is defined as

where gp is the intensity of the image at the pth sample point where p is the total number of the
sample point at a radius of R denoted by(P,R). The P spaced sampling points of the window are
used to calculate the difference between center gc and its surrounding pixel[5]. The feature vector
of the image obtained after cascading the histogram is,

where k is an integer to represent the sub histogram that is obtained from each block k=1,2...K. K
is the total no of histograms ,and f(x,y) =
calculated value at pixel (x,y).

Fig. 6. LBP in Face detection

where f(x; y) is the LBP
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3.2. classifier
There are many methods to determine the dissimilarity between the LBP pattern, here chi-square
method is used and further work is going on with SVM for training and classifying the LBP
feature. The chi-square distance used to measure the dissimilarity between two LBP images S and
M is given by

where L is the length of the feature vector of the image and Sx and Mx are respectively the sample
and model image in the respective bin.

4. IMPLEMENTATION
The goal of this paper is to implement LBP algorithm on a cpu, gpu based heterogeneous
platform using OpenCL, to reduce computation time. The process of LBP feature extraction and
histogram calculation from the image is computationally expensive (N2xW2, where NxN is size of
image and WxW is size of LBP block) and it is easy to figure out that the extraction in different
parts are independent as discussed in section 3. Thus it can be efficiently parallelized [7].
For real time implementation, first the image is captured using OpenCV and is converted to a
grey scale image. Then preprocessing of the image is done. To figure out different features in the
image, various algorithms are implemented on the image. For parallel processing of the
algorithm, the image is subdivided into smaller parts. In this case the image is divided into 16 x
16 pixels blocks. The task of calculating LBP for each block is given to work items. So there are
different work items processing different blocks in parallel. Each work item processes 256 pixels
and different work items work in parallel, reducing the processing time up to a significant extent.
So, to calculate the LBP of 16x16 pixels blocks the image is converted to an one dimensional
array. A global reference of the image is used by each work item for creating one 18 x 18 two
dimensional matrix to find out the LBP for each block. From the 18 x 18 matrix, LBP is
calculated as discussed in section 3 for 16x16 pixels not considering the boundary pixel of 18 x
18 matrix . Afterwards the calculated values for LBP are processed to form a histogram ranging
from 0 to 255. Each work item formulates a histogram accordingly for one block and the different
histograms are cascaded to form the actual histogram for the complete image in order to get the
LBP feature vector as shown in Fig.7. This feature vector is then classified using nearest
neighbourhood method.

Fig. 7. Histogram Calculation on GPU
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The Block Diagram Of The Overall Method Is Shown In Fig.8

Fig. 8. Block diagram of the overall method

5. RESULTS
In the proposed paper we have calculated each block in different compute units. Since the
calculation of histogram depends on all the pixels within a block thus it is better to do the whole
calculation within one compute unit. Additionally, the amount of computation per compute unit
shouldn’t be too small otherwise the overhead associated with managing a compute unit will be
more than the actual computation. Since the whole computation is done in the GPU and only the
input image and the final histogram are transferred between the CPU and GPU thus overheads
associated with data transfer are minimal. As a result the computational time is 20 ms. The
performance table of the implementation is shown in Table 1.
Table 1. Performance Table
Input Resolution
Sub Histograms
CPU(i5 3rd generation)
AMD(7670M)

640x480
256
109 ms
20 ms

Table 2. Comparison With Previous Work

Image size
Sub Histograms
Feature Extraction

PREVIOUS WORK[8]

OUR WORK

512x512
256
36.3 ms

640x480
256
20 ms

Compared to previous work[8], the image is grabbed from camera and processed in real time. As
can be seen from TABLE 2, computational time for our implementation is less. Performance of
the proposed paper is tested on AMD 7670M GPU, i5 3rd generation CPU based system. Total
time for feature extraction on CPU was 108 ms and on GPU was 20 ms for 640X480 resolution
input image. Thus we get a 5x improvement in speed using GPU implementation.
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6. CONCLUSION
In this paper real time face detection using LBP feature extraction is done and is classified using
nearest neighbourhood method. We have parallelized the existing LBP algorithm to make it
suitable for implementation on SIMD architecture such as GPGPU. Performance gain has been
achieved over previous implementations.
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